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Planning turns easements into green assets for communities   
 
A set of guidelines that assists in turning the linear easements pipelines need into green recreational 
areas that increase the amenity of growing urban communities has won the 2019 APGA Environment 
Award. 
 
APA Group developed the Site Planning and Landscape Guidelines to address land use issues and 
improve the environmental values of the land over pipeline easements. All gas transmission pipelines 
in Australia must be buried underground and they usually have an easement on top to allow access 
for maintenance.  
 
As Australia’s suburbs expand into what were empty paddocks when transmission pipelines were 
built, risks to pipeline safety increase. Generally, easements cannot be built on and, because of the 
linear nature of pipelines, without integrated planning they can become grassy belts that divide 
communities. 
 
The Site Planning and Landscape Guidelines encourage early engagement with and involvement in 
the planning process so that the company can become a partner with communities to bring benefits in 
amenity at the same time as ensuring protection for pipelines. 
 
The guidelines describe many community uses for easements including walkways, bike paths, 
exercise facilities, green links for fauna, and shaded and open areas with a variety of vegetation. 
There is also the possibility of linking visually and otherwise with other nearby green spaces, thus 
significantly increasing the utility of the easement. 
 
The Site Planning and Landscape Guidelines were tested in a case study in the Plumpton Precinct 
Structure Plan on Melbourne’s north-western suburban fringe.  
 
The case study demonstrated that the easements could be accessible, safe and compliant with 
applicable standards and regulation, meeting the needs of the pipeline, while at the same time, good 
planning meant that they would also increase the social environmental value of land on top of 
pipelines. 
 
The guidelines recognise that the natural environment is a common good of communities and that 
careful planning can result in mutual benefits to businesses, communities and the natural 
environment. 
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